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ABSTRACT
Cross-lingual information retrieval (CLIR) continues to be an ac-
tively studied topic in information retrieval (IR), and there have
been consistent efforts in curating test collections to support its
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research. However, there is a lack of high-quality human-annotated
CLIR resources for African languages: the few existing collections
are mostly curated synthetically or from sources with limited cor-
pora for these languages. We present CIRAL, a test collection for
cross-lingual retrieval with English queries and passages in four
African languages: Hausa, Somali, Swahili, and Yoruba. CIRAL’s
corpora are obtained from Indigenous African websites and con-
sist of a total of over 2.5 million passages. We gathered over 1,600
queries and 30k high-quality binary relevance judgments anno-
tated by native speakers of the languages. Additional pools were
also obtained at CIRAL’s shared task, which was hosted at the
Forum for Information Retrieval Evaluation 2023 to encourage
community participation in CLIR for African languages. We de-
scribe the design and curation process of our test collection and
provide reproducible baselines that demonstrate CIRAL’s utility
in evaluating the effectiveness of systems. CIRAL is available at
https://github.com/ciralproject/ciral.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Information access is a fundamental request for the native speakers
of any language, but the desired information may be absent in one
language but prevalent in others. This motivates the study of cross-
lingual information retrieval (CLIR), where given a query carrying
the user intent in language 𝐿1, the system is desired to find out the
relevant information among collections of documents in another
language 𝐿2. Approaches to CLIR have been improved over years.
With advances in machine translation, the two-step traditional
CLIR method of (1) translating and (2) performing monolingual
retrieval has become more effective, making documents in a differ-
ent language easily accessible. Pretrained language models such
as the BERT-style models [14] have been adapted for end-to-end
CLIR [23, 24] and achieve impressive ranking outputs.

The effectiveness of these approaches can be evaluated using
test collections. CLIR test collections exist for multiple languages
in information retrieval (IR) and are also curated through shared
tasks at TREC [35], CLEF [15], FIRE [22], and NCTIR [18], with
more focus on European, East-Asian, and South-Asian languages.
However, while there is active curation of CLIR test collections

for these languages, there are only a few CLIR test collections
and datasets for African languages. Among the existing datasets,
CLIRMatrix [36] initiates the CLIR dataset in African languages. It is
later extended to AfriCLIRMatrix [27], which specifically focuses on
African languages and covers 15 languages, serving as an extensive
resource for CLIR in these languages. However, there are a few
issues with existing CLIR datasets in African languages: the datasets
are mostly curated synthetically or via translation, which might
be biased towards certain retrieval methods or the “Translationese”
issue [8]. Additionally, current datasets are mostlyWikipedia-based,
which has sparse content for African languages.

In this work, we take a step towards addressing these concerns by
presenting CIRAL: Cross-lingual Information Retrieval for African
Languages, a new test collection curated for the evaluation of CLIR
methods in African languages. Despite their low-resourced nature,
many African languages have Indigenous news and blog websites
that are a huge source of textual information. CIRAL’s corpora is
curated from these Indigenous websites, hence improving on the
limited-resource issue. Articles collected from these websites are
chunked into passages, creating a larger collection and making
CIRAL suited for the passage ranking task. The CIRAL test col-
lection currently supports cross-lingual retrieval between English
queries and passages in four of the most widely spoken African lan-
guages, namely Hausa, Somali, Swahili, and Yoruba. Native speakers
of the African languages generate the queries and annotate for rele-
vance between the passage candidates and the queries. The queries
in CIRAL are formulated as natural language questions and gen-
erated with the Indigenous nature of the corpora in consideration,
which lean towards topics that are of interest to its speakers.

CIRAL offers valuable resources for evaluating cross-lingual
retrieval for African languages. To foster research efforts and com-
munity evaluations, the CIRAL track was hosted at the Forum for
Information Retrieval Evaluation (FIRE) 2023, where pools were
additionally collected for a subset of the queries. We discuss the cu-
ration process and complete details of CIRAL’s components in this
paper, including the curated pools. Reproducible results on strong
baselines are also presented for comparison with future systems.

In summary, our contributions are listed as follows:

(1) We present CIRAL, a high-quality CLIR test collection between
English and four African languages: Hausa, Somali, Swahili, and
Yoruba. CIRAL takes advantage of the available resources on
African news and blog sites in curating its corpora, providing a
larger source for retrieval.

(2) We obtain deep judgments for a subset of the queries, where the
pooling process was done at a shared task for CLIR in African
languages, which allows us to compare the evaluation results
using the shallow and deep judgments. We observe a correlation
between the results of the two judgment sets, suggesting that
both are suitable for the system evaluation.

(3) We provide comprehensive baselines with reproducible results
that demonstrate CIRAL’s evaluation capabilities. We find BM25
with document translation to be themost effective retrieval base-
line before fusion, where fusion with a dense passage retriever
(DPR) further improves retrieval results. Reranking results that
improve the retrieval baselines are provided for a full passage
ranking pipeline.

https://github.com/ciralproject/ciral
https://doi.org/10.1145/3626772.3657884
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Dataset CLIR African Languages Task Manual Corpora Source

Mr. TyDi [44] ✗ 1: Swahili PR ✓ Wikipedia
MIRACL [45] ✗ 2: Swahili, Yoruba PR ✓ Wikipedia
CLIRMatrix [36] ✓ 5: Afrikaans, Amharic, Egyptian Arabic, Swahili, Yoruba DR ✗ Wikipedia
Large Scale CLIR [34] ✓ 1: Swahili DR ✗ Wikipedia
AfriCLIRMatrix [27] ✓ 16: Afrikaans, Amharic, Moroccan Arabic . . . Yoruba, Zulu DR ✗ Wikipedia
IARPA MATERIAL [43] ✓ 2: Somali, Swahili DR ✓ Indigenous Text Sources

CIRAL (Ours) ✓ 4: Hausa, Somali, Swahili, Yoruba PR ✓ African News, Blogs

Table 1: Comparison of CIRAL to the existent datasets that include African languages. CLIR: whether the dataset is designed
for cross-lingual retrieval (✓) or monolingual retrieval (✗). PR: passage ranking. DR: document ranking. Manual: whether the
dataset is human-annotated (✓) or synthetically generated (✗).

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATEDWORK
The goal of passage ranking is to obtain the top-𝑘 passages that
satisfy an information need expressed as a query 𝑞, from a corpus
𝐶 = {𝑝1, 𝑝2 . . . 𝑝𝑛} consisting of 𝑛 passages. Specifically, CIRAL
focuses on cross-lingual passage ranking, where given an English
query 𝑞𝐸 , systems return the top-𝑘 passages in an African language
𝐿 from a corpus 𝐶𝐿 = {𝑝1𝐿, 𝑝2𝐿 . . . 𝑝𝑛𝐿} (where 𝑝 stands for pas-
sage and 𝐿 the African language). Passages are returned according
to their estimated likelihood of binary relevance, i.e., an African
language passage is relevant to 𝑞𝐸 if it provides an answer to the
query, and non-relevant otherwise.

2.1 Test Collections
The purpose of a test collection is to evaluate and compare infor-
mation retrieval methods and systems. For the most part, African
languages are often included as a part of a multilingual dataset
or collection with other high-resource languages. As presented
in Table 1, various datasets and test collections exist in IR with
support for African languages in the task they are curated for.
Mr. TyDi [44], a multilingual benchmark dataset provides resources
for monolingual passage ranking in the Swahili language, with
human-annotated queries and passages collected from Wikipedia.
Curated for the same task, the MIRACL [45] dataset is much larger
and covers both Swahili and Yoruba. Although CIRAL supports pas-
sage ranking like MIRACL and Mr. TyDi, it is however formulated
for cross-lingual retrieval.

The number of CLIR test collections and datasets with African
languages is relatively few, as presented in Table 1. Certain cross-
lingual collections, such as the Large Scale CLIR [34] and CLIR-
Matrix [36] datasets which are curated from Wikipedia, also in-
clude a few African languages in their collections. Another test
collection solely made for low-resource languages is the IARPA
MATERIAL test collection [32], which although curated manu-
ally, contains 2 African languages. More notable is the recent cu-
ration of the AfriCLIRMatrix [27] test collection, which covers 15
African languages, from Wikipedia inter-language links. Despite
the growth, these collections are all built via translation or synthet-
ically by extracting natural structures of the existing corpora (e.g.,
Wikipedia title and contents) via heuristic rules. However, as previ-
ous works pointed out, constructing datasets from translation leads
to the “Translationese” issue [5, 8, 20, 29, 40], whereas the syntheti-
cally converted datasets may be inherently biased towards certain
retrieval methods. For example, the relevance labels from CLIR-
Matrix [36] and AfriCLIRMatrix [27], are converted from BM25

Language Family Language Region # Speakers Script

Afro-Asiatic Hausa West Africa 79M Latin
Somali East Africa 22M Latin

Niger-Congo Swahili East Africa 83M Latin
Yoruba West Africa 55M Latin

Table 2: Details on the African languages in the CIRAL task.

scores, which is naturally biased to the lexical matching methods.
We thus believe the curation of a human-labelled test collection is
necessary for high-quality evaluation of African-language retrieval,
hence the reason for CIRAL.

Additionally, existing test collections curated their corpora from
sourceswith sparse content for African languages such asWikipedia.
This is aside from the IARPA MATERIAL [43] dataset, which ob-
tains its document collection from blogs, news, and topical texts in
the languages it covers. However, it only contains approximately
15,000 documents in text and speech for these languages. CIRAL’s
curation from African news and blog sites helps it achieve much
larger corpora for retrieval.

2.2 Languages in CIRAL
CIRAL makes provision for the passage ranking task between Eng-
lish and four African languages: Hausa, Somali, Swahili, and Yoruba,
which are four of the most spoken African languages. The four lan-
guages are in Latin script, with two belonging to the Afro-Asiatic
family group and the other two to the Niger-Congo family. We
provide details of the languages including the number of speakers
in Table 2. The choice to search with English queries in this task is
a result of English being the official language in countries where
the African languages are spoken, with the exception of Somali
whose speakers lean more towards Arabic than English.

3 COLLECTION CONSTRUCTION
At a high level, the construction of CIRAL comprises two stages: (1)
query generation using passages from news articles (more details
in Section 3.1); (2) relevance assessment, where the top-𝑘 passages
for each generated query were annotated for binary relevance.
Following recent IR datasets [6, 12, 13, 44, 45], the queries in CIRAL
are designed as questions in natural language. Additionally, deeper
judgments were obtained for a subset of the queries via pooling
from systems that participated in the CIRAL track,1 which was held
as a shared task at the Forum for Information Retrieval Evaluation
1https://ciralproject.github.io/

https://ciralproject.github.io/
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Figure 1: CIRAL’s curation process. The two major steps are the query generation and relevance assessment steps. Additional
assessment is carried out to obtain deep judgments for Test Set A via the pooling process in CIRAL’s shared task.

Hausa: Who is the head of Izala in Nigeria in the year 2023?
Somali: What does the company SOM Tel provide?
Swahili: When was the Goldenberg corruption scandal in Kenya?
Yoruba: What genre of music does Sir Shina Peters sing?

Table 3: Examples of cultural-specific queries in each lan-
guage. These queries include topics that are less generic but
are of interest to the native speakers, as highlighted in green.

(FIRE) 2023.2 An overview of the dataset construction pipeline is
provided in Figure 1.

CIRAL’s queries and judgments were obtained via human anno-
tation. This involved 23 annotators in total, where fifteen of them
are volunteers fromMasakhane,3 an NLP community of researchers
and linguists for African languages, and the other eight are hired
from the public. All annotators were native speakers of the African
languages who were also fluent in English. The annotators were
properly and consistently onboarded to ascertain that they had
the level of skills needed, and we guided them on the annotation
requirements throughout the curation process. Volunteer annota-
tion commenced on 27th May 2023, while hired annotators began
on 22nd July 2023, with varying start dates for the languages. The
entire dataset construction process was completed on the 17th of
October 2023.

3.1 Passage Collection
CIRAL’s passage collections are curated from African news and
blog articles. Native sites for African languages are a rich source of
textual information, given they are one of the most popular means
to share information in these languages. The articles were collected
using Otelemuye,4 a web scraping platform. Articles in the same lan-
guage are grouped and together to form 4 monolingual collections.
The collected articles date from as early as were available on the
website (which is as far back as the early 2000s) until March 2023.
Passages were generated by chunking each article into discourse
segments [37] with a stride of 3 and a maximum of 6 sentences per
window. To ensure passages are in the required African language,
filtering is done using the language’s list of stopwords and we retain

2http://fire.irsi.res.in/fire/2023/home
3https://www.masakhane.io/
4https://github.com/theyorubayesian/otelemuye

passages that have not less than 3 or 5 stopwords depending on the
language. Passages in Hausa, Swahili, and Yoruba were filtered for
a minimum of 5 stopwords, while we filtered Somali passages for a
minimum of 3.5 CIRAL’s passage collections are publicly available
in the corpora’s Hugging Face repository.6 (Step 0 in Figure 1)

3.2 Annotation Process
Annotation for CIRAL’s queries and judgments involved the query
generation and relevance assessment steps. Relevance assessment
was done in tandem with query generation, i.e., for every generated
query (or group of queries), the annotator simultaneously checked
for passages relevant to the query.

Query Generation. Given that CIRAL’s passage collection was cu-
rated from African sources, queries for a given language were
formulated to model the interests of its speakers. These include
queries with topics and entities that are particularly of interest
to the language speakers, which we term cultural-specific queries,
as well as queries with generic topics. Samples of some cultural-
specific queries are provided in Table 3, while an example of a query
with a more generic topic is “In what month is Easter celebrated?”.
We also prioritized the generation of these queries as factoids to
avoid ambiguous answers.

The query generation process entailed providing annotators with
passages in the African languages as inspiration for developing
questions. To attain the cultural-specific queries, passages used for
the annotation process were obtained from the MasakhaNEWS [2]
dataset. MasakhaNEWS is a news classification dataset for African
languages covering 14 African languages, including English and
French, and news categories such Politics, Religion, Sports, Health,
and Entertainment, hence it served as a good resource for the
query generation. Articles from MasakhaNEWS were chunked into
passages using the same processing approach as in Section 3.1 and
then randomly shuffled. Next, the passages, together with their
news categories and the titles of their original articles, were sent to
the annotators, who were asked to write a single question based
on each passage and its auxiliary information (Step 1 in Figure 1).
Inspired by previous works [8, 45], we enforce the questions should

5We use a smaller threshold for Somali as a threshold of 5 dropped more Somali
passages compared to the other languages.

6https://huggingface.co/datasets/CIRAL/ciral-corpus

http://fire.irsi.res.in/fire/2023/home
https://www.masakhane.io/
https://github.com/theyorubayesian/otelemuye
https://huggingface.co/datasets/CIRAL/ciral-corpus
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Figure 2: Search interface developed using Spacerini [3] for the relevance assessment step. To get candidate passages, annotators
are asked to provide their names, the query in the African language and its English translation, and the id of the passage that
inspired the query. This shows an example when “Language” is selected as Swahili.

not be answerable by the given passages, looking for “information-
seeking” questions. Considering that the annotation passages were
in the African languages, annotators first generated the query in
its African language and then provided its English translation.

Relevance Assessment. (Steps 2 and 3 in Figure 1) Once a query was
generated, annotators assessed its relevance to the top passages
retrieved from the collections prepared as in Section 3.1. CIRAL
uses binary relevance, where the passages are either relevant or
non-relevant. Candidate passages were prepared via hybrid results
of sparse and dense retrieval methods:
• BM25: We chose BM25 [31] as the sparse retrieval method,
which has demonstrated effective zero-shot capabilities on vari-
ous benchmarks and languages [27, 38]. We used the implemen-
tation in Anserini [42], a toolkit for reproducible information
retrieval research built on Lucene. Anserini supports custom tok-
enizers for BM25, where we used the tokenizer of AfriTeVa [28]
for all experiments.

• AfriBERTa-DPR: We train an AfriBERTa-DPR model as the
first-stage dense retriever.7 It is a dense passage retriever [19]
initialized from AfriBERTa [26] and fine-tuned on MS MARCO
and then all Latin languages in Mr. TyDi [44]. We provide the
training configuration in Section 5.1.8

Results from the sparse and dense models are interpolated with
𝑠hybrid = 𝛼 · 𝑠sparse + 𝑠dense with 𝛼 = 0.1 as the default value in
Pyserini, and the top-20 passages in the hybrid system are annotated.
Tomaximize the number of relevant passages from the candidate set,
we adopt monolingual retrieval for both sparse and dense models.
That is, while the released questions are in English, the candidates
are retrieved based on the queries in their African language.

Figure 2 shows the annotation interface for the relevance assess-
ment stage, which has the hybrid retrieval system implemented in
its backend. When assessing a query, the annotators enter the query
in the African language, its English translation, and the unique iden-
tifier of the passage that inspired it in the interface, and label each of
the passage candidates as true (relevant, 1) or false (non-relevant,
0). The interface is implemented on Spacerini [3], a framework that
integrates the Pyserini [21] toolkit and Hugging Face Spaces9 for

7https://huggingface.co/castorini/afriberta-dpr-ptf-msmarco-ft-latin-mrtydi
8We only use Latin languages since all the target African languages are in Latin script.
9https://huggingface.co/spaces

interactive search applications. Annotators were asked to assess
for relevance following the criteria below:
• Relevant. The passage clearly includes or implies the answer to
the question.

• Non-relevant. The passage does not answer the question.
In cases where the passage partially answers the question, e.g., a
passage having only the day of the week when the question asks
for the date, such passages were annotated based on the discre-
tion of the annotator or as non-relevant depending on the level of
incompleteness.

3.3 Fold Creation
We retain queries with at least one relevant passage and not more
than 15 relevant passages; we limit the number of relevant passages
a query can have to 15 to control the prevalence of queries that are
too simple for systems. Processed queries and judgments were split
into a Development Set, Test Set A, and Test Set B. We obtained two
test sets as a result of releasing part of the collection to CIRAL’s
shared task. Test queries collected by the 21st of August, 2023 were
released to the shared task, forming Test Set A, while annotation
continued for Test Set B. The statistics of each set is provided in
Section 4 and the curated test collection is available on CIRAL’s
Hugging Face repository.10

Since Test Set A was released in the shared task, queries in this
fold have retrieval results submitted by the participants, allowing
us to conduct pooling, which is detailed below.

3.4 Pooling Process
Amajor component of the curation process was pooling [46], where
deeper judgments (pools) were obtained for Test Set A from sys-
tems that participated in CIRAL’s shared task. Test Set A queries
were released to the track and runs submitted by participants were
collected to form pools (Step 4 of Figure 1).

Contributing runs consisted of the top-3 submissions ranked by
the participating teams, and subsequent additions depending on fac-
tors such as time constraints, model type, and assessment resources.
The prevalent model types of contributing runs included dense and
reranking methods. Dense methods included PLAID [33] imple-
mentations of the ColBERT-X [23] model, and multilingual DPRs
10https://huggingface.co/datasets/CIRAL/ciral

https://huggingface.co/castorini/afriberta-dpr-ptf-msmarco-ft-latin-mrtydi
https://huggingface.co/spaces
https://huggingface.co/datasets/CIRAL/ciral
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Dev Test Set A Test Set B

ISO Language #Q #J #Q #J Total
Pool Size

Avg.
Pool Size #Q #J # Passages Avg.

Psg Len. # Articles

ha Hausa 10 165 80 1447 7,288 91 312 5,930 715,355 135 240,883
so Somali 10 187 99 1798 9,094 92 239 4,324 827,552 126 629,441
sw Swahili 10 196 85 1656 8,079 95 113 2,175 949,013 127 146,669
yo Yoruba 10 185 100 1921 8,311 83 554 10,569 82,095 168 27,985

Table 4: CIRAL statistics. Test Set A includes both shallow and deep judgments, Test Set B includes only shallow judgments. #Q:
number of queries; #J: number of judgments; #Passages: number of passages in the collection; #Articles: number of articles the
passages are prepared from; Total Pool Size: total number of judgments in the pool curated for the language; Avg. Pool Size:
average pool size per query; Avg. Psg Len.: average number of tokens per passage using a whitespace tokenizer.

ha so sw yo

# of Queries 19 46 43 34
Kappa Scores 0.6295 0.6466 0.8281 0.8005

Table 5: Cohen Kappa’s scores calculated on assessments
done for a set of queries in each language.

trained with mBERT [44] and Afrocentric BERT-style models [4, 26]
as backbones. Submissions implementing reranking worked with
first-stage retrieval models such as BM25 [31] and SPLADE [16]
and reranked with multilingual T5 models [41]. The submission
pool depth was kept at 𝑘 = 20; however, there were no restrictions
to the pool size of queries. A total of 40 runs contributed to the pool
formation, 10 runs per language.

Passages in the pools were manually assessed by annotators for
binary relevance (Step 5 of Figure 1). The assessment was done by
two annotators per language where each annotator provided judg-
ments for halves of the test set queries. Passages that have already
been shallow-judged in Test Set A were also included in the pools
and re-assessed during the pooling process for quality assurance.
The curated pools are also available in the test collection’s Hugging
Face repository.

3.5 Quality Control
Certain measures were put in place during the annotation process
for quality control. These included (1) ensuring the queries were
unambiguous and of required quality; (2) ensuring the queries had
relatively complete assessments, and (3) random checks to ascertain
the correctness of the judgments. These quality control steps were
done by volunteer language coordinators from the Masakhane
community, who are also native speakers of the languages they
coordinated for. Queries with less than 15 annotated passages, i.e.,
if the annotator didn’t complete the relevance assessment, were
re-annotated. Poorly formulated queries were either corrected by
the annotator and re-assessed for judgments, or discarded if it was
over-ambiguous, e.g., “What happened in 1999?”

As an additional quality assurance measure, we ascertain the
quality of judgments provided in both the shallow judgments and
pools by calculating the inter-annotator agreement scores of the
Test Set A passages re-assessed during pooling. Inter-annotator
agreement scores were calculated for queries with different anno-
tators in the relevance assessment (Step 3 of Figure 1) and pooling
stages (Step 5 of Figure 1). We selected a total of 142 queries: 46

Somali, 43 Swahili, 34 Yoruba, and 19 Hausa queries, and calculated
the Cohen Kappa’s score [9] of both judgments. The Kappa scores
are reported in Table 5, and we observe scores between 0.6 and
0.8, which indicate moderate to substantial agreement [39] in the
judgments provided.

4 COLLECTION STATISTICS
We report the number of queries and judgments in each split of the
test collection along with the passage corpora sizes in Table 4. The
corpora sizes for Hausa, Somali, and Swahili range from 700k to
900k passages, with Yoruba having a minimum amount of roughly
82k passages. The average number of tokens per passage across
the languages is 127 to 168 tokens, where the tokens are obtained
using a whitespace tokenizer. The Development Set is made up of
10 sample queries, which can be used to understand the nature of
the task and develop systems and methods.

Relevant Passage Statistics in Shallow Judgments. Test Sets A and B
both include shallow judgments with an average of 17 judgments
per query. Figure 3 shows the query distribution according to their
relevant passage count. Most queries in each set have between 3
to 9 relevant passages across the languages, with the exception
of Swahili’s Test Set A having more queries with 1 to 2 relevant
passages (Figure 3a).

Pool Statistics. Table 4 also provides the overall and average sizes of
the pools, with their distributions shown in Figure 4. The average
pool size per query across the languages is between 83 and 95
(Table 4), with sizes ranging from as small as 40 and 60, to maximum
sizes of 120 (Figure 4). Queries with minimal pool sizes indicate
that the systems retrieved very similar sets of passages for these
queries in their top 20 results.

Relevant Passage Statistics in Pools. Figure 5 shows the query dis-
tribution according to the number of relevant passages obtained
during the pooling process. The majority of the queries are anno-
tated with 2–60 relevant passages, with a few queries having over
60 relevant passages or only 1 relevant passage. This also suggests
a balanced challenge level of CIRAL queries.

An example of a query with a density higher than 0.6 in the
Swahili set: “When did South Sudan gain independence?”, indicating
it has a good amount of relevant passages and is an easy question.
On the other hand, the Yoruba query “How many countries qual-
ified for the AFCON 2022?” has a relevance density less than 0.2,
indicating it has fewer relevant passages and is more challenging.
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Figure 3: Query distribution according to the number of rele-
vant passages in the shallow judgments.

Test Set A Test Set B
Question Type ha so sw yo ha so sw yo

What 24.7 40.0 43.5 64.0 25.6 44.4 52.2 50.0
Who 23.5 18.0 21.2 16.0 29.8 32.2 14.2 29.8
Which 9.4 10.0 9.41 4.0 4.2 2.1 7.9 4.2
Where 5.9 2.0 11.8 7.0 11.5 1.3 7.9 3.3
When 14.1 5.0 9.4 3.0 7.7 3.8 4.4 5.1
How many/much 4.7 15.0 3.5 2.0 10.9 5.9 4.4 1.3
How 5.8 6.0 1.2 2.0 2.6 7.5 - 0.5
Why - - - - 0.6 - - 0.5
Yes/No 3.5 1.0 - 1.0 0.9 1.3 2.7 1.6

Table 6: Question type proportions (%) of Test Sets A and B.

Question-Type Proportion. Given that the queries in CIRAL are natu-
ral language questions, we analyze the proportion of question types
via query words. As reported in Table 6, the top question types
include what and who, making up 50–70% across the languages.
Questions with which, when, where, and how many/much are the
next most occurring types and have varying proportions across the
languages. The nature of the questions with the highest proportions
is a direct result of formulating questions from news content, as
news topics focus on specific entities and events. Additionally, the
most occurring question types also make up the largest proportions
in other datasets [17, 30, 45]. There are very few why and how (e.g.,
“How do you wash a car?” ) question types, further indicating the
preference for factoid questions with direct answers in CIRAL.

5 BASELINES
Baseline systems in CIRAL include single-stage retrieval methods
using sparse and dense models and second-stage rerankers. We also
experiment with translation techniques as often practiced for CLIR
tasks, and end-to-end CLIR with queries in English and retrieved
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Figure 4: Query distribution according to the pool size, with
minimum sizes of 40 to 60 judgments and maximum sizes of
over 120 judgments.
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Figure 5: Query distribution according to the number of rele-
vant passages in the pools (Test Set A only).

passages in the African languages. We share the documentation for
reproducing CIRAL’s retrieval baselines in Pyserini.11

5.1 Experimental Setup
Retrieval Baselines.Weuse BM25 as our sparse retrieval baseline [31].
BM25 is an unsupervised retrieval method based on exact match-
ing, which is more successful in monolingual retrieval settings.
Hence we applied query and document translations prior to re-
trieval. We experiment with both human and machine translations
of the queries from English to the African languages, and machine
translations of the passages from the African languages to English.
Machine translation of the queries was done using the Google Ma-
chine Translation (GMT) model, while human translations were
obtained during the query generation stage of the curation process.
Passages are translated from the African languages to English us-
ing the NLLB 1.3B [11] translation model and we use this model
given that it was trained on 55 African languages, including those
in CIRAL. Translation was done at the sentence level, with a batch
size of 256 and a maximum sequence length of 128.

We evaluate the zero-shot cross-lingual retrieval effectiveness
of already established dense passage retrievers. Dense retrieval
baselines include mDPR [44] and AfriBERTa-DPR,12 which are
multilingual variants of the English DPR by initializing the model
with mBERT [14] and the Afrocentric AfriBERTa backbone [26].
Both models have demonstrated effective capabilities in several
retrieval tasks. The models were pre–fine-tuned on MS MARCO [6]
for 40 epochs with a batch size of 128 and a learning rate of 4𝑒 − 5.
AfriBERTa was further fine-tuned on all the Latin-script languages
in Mr. TyDi [44] using a learning rate of 1𝑒 − 5. We fine-tune
11https://github.com/castorini/pyserini
12https://huggingface.co/castorini/afriberta-dpr-ptf-msmarco-ft-latin-mrtydi

https://github.com/castorini/pyserini
https://huggingface.co/castorini/afriberta-dpr-ptf-msmarco-ft-latin-mrtydi
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nDCG@20 Recall@100

BM25
hQT

BM25
mQT

BM25
mDT mDPR

Afri.
DPR Fusion

BM25
hQT

BM25
mQT

BM25
mDT mDPR

Afri.
DPR Fusion

Test Set A (Shallow judgments)
(1a) ha 0.1656 0.0921 0.1619 0.0150 0.1864 0.2842 0.2874 0.2409 0.4099 0.0845 0.4379 0.6107
(1b) so 0.1214 0.0729 0.1590 0.0563 0.1878 0.2608 0.2615 0.1543 0.3904 0.1253 0.4029 0.5512
(1c) sw 0.1720 0.1625 0.2033 0.0942 0.2311 0.2716 0.4161 0.4003 0.4786 0.2655 0.4977 0.7456
(1d) yo 0.4023 0.3024 0.4265 0.1776 0.1288 0.3843 0.6659 0.6097 0.7832 0.3877 0.3421 0.8195

(1e) Avg. 0.2153 0.1575 0.2377 0.0858 0.1835 0.3002 0.4077 0.3513 0.5155 0.2157 0.4202 0.6818

Test Set A (Pools)
(2a) ha 0.1161 0.0870 0.2142 0.0472 0.1726 0.3108 0.1916 0.1888 0.4039 0.0947 0.2692 0.4638
(2b) so 0.1232 0.0813 0.2461 0.0621 0.1345 0.2860 0.1923 0.1397 0.4379 0.0988 0.2017 0.4565
(2c) sw 0.1500 0.1302 0.2327 0.1556 0.1602 0.2821 0.2430 0.2178 0.3636 0.2117 0.2093 0.4290
(2d) yo 0.3118 0.2864 0.4451 0.1819 0.0916 0.3832 0.4899 0.4823 0.7199 0.3132 0.2262 0.6960

(2e) Avg. 0.1753 0.1462 0.2845 0.1117 0.1397 0.3155 0.2792 0.2572 0.4813 0.1796 0.2266 0.5113

Test Set B
(3a) ha 0.2121 0.1547 0.2124 0.0397 0.2028 0.2935 0.3800 0.2996 0.4394 0.1027 0.3900 0.6007
(3b) so 0.1725 0.0891 0.2186 0.0635 0.1682 0.2878 0.3479 0.2019 0.4637 0.1345 0.3558 0.5618
(3c) sw 0.1727 0.1724 0.2582 0.1227 0.2166 0.3187 0.4166 0.4364 0.4918 0.3019 0.4608 0.7007
(3d) yo 0.3459 0.2940 0.3700 0.1458 0.1157 0.3435 0.6434 0.5735 0.7348 0.3249 0.2907 0.7525

(3e) Avg. 0.2258 0.1776 0.2648 0.0929 0.1758 0.3109 0.4470 0.3779 0.5324 0.2160 0.3743 0.6539

Table 7: Sparse and dense baselines on CIRAL’s Test Sets A and B. BM25 hQT: BM25 retrieval with human query translations;
BM25 mQT: BM25 retrieval with machine query translations; BM25 mDT: BM25 retrieval with machine document translations;
Afri. DPR: AfriBERTa-DPR; Fusion: RRF of BM25 mDT and Afri. DPR.

with only the Latin-script languages of Mr. TyDi as CIRAL’s target
languages are in Latin script.

Our retrieval baselines also include a fusion of sparse and dense
retrievalmethods.We implement Reciprocal Rank Fusion (RRF) [10],
which assigns reciprocal rank scores to the documents in the input
runs and combines the scores to produce a new ranking.We perform
fusion on the BM25 with document translation and AfriBERTa-DPR
runs, following the implementation of Cormack et al. [10].

Reranking Baselines. We experiment with cross-encoder T5 models
as reranking baselines. Cross-encoder models have proven to be
effective rerankers [7, 25], even in low-resource settings. We im-
plement the multilingual T5 model (mT5) [41] and as done with
our dense retrieval baselines, we also analyze the effectiveness of
Afrocentric multilingual T5 models as rerankers using AfrimT5 [1].
AfrimT5 is the continued pretraining of the mT5 model on African
corpora. We fine-tune the base versions of both models on the MS
MARCO [6] passage collection to obtain our rerankers. Following
the recommendation of Nogueira et al. [25] and Bonifacio et al.
[7], we make use of yes and no as prediction tokens, where yes is
generated when a query is relevant to a passage, and no otherwise.
Both models are fine-tuned for 100k iterations on 2 NVIDIA RTX-
A6000 GPUs for 27 hours. The training batch size was 128, with a
maximum sequence length of 512 and a 5𝑒 − 5 learning rate.

Evaluation Metrics. We evaluate the effectiveness of the retrieval
and reranking baselines with some of the standard metrics used
in passage ranking tasks. These include normalized discounted
cumulative gain at a cut-off of 20 (nDCG@20) and recall for the
top 100 retrieved passages (Recall@100). The metrics are computed
using trec_eval provided in Pyserini.

5.2 Results and Discussion
Retrieval Effectiveness. We report the retrieval scores of the sparse
and dense baselines in Table 7. Evaluations are done against the
Test Sets A and B’s shallow judgments (Rows 1 and 3), and also
on the pools obtained for Test Set A (Row 2). The average scores
for the retrieval methods are provided in Rows *e. As seen in the
average results of the three judgment sets, BM25 with document
translation (BM25 mDT) is the most effective sparse retrieval base-
line, considering retrieval is done in English. The AfriBERTa-DPR
model generally performs as the better cross-lingual dense retriever,
with the exception of the mDPR model achieving higher nDCG
scores in the Yoruba language across all judgment sets (Rows *d).
This indicates the effectiveness of an Afrocentric model as a DPR.
BM25 mDT however outperforms the AfriBERTa-DPR model and
the RRF of both models is the strongest retrieval baseline. In using
query translations to cross the language barrier, BM25 retrieval
with human translations BM25 hQT outperforms retrieval with
machine query translations BM25 mQT. The effectiveness of BM25
with the human query translations demonstrates the quality of
in-language queries generated during the curation process.

Reranking Effectiveness. Table 8 shows the effectiveness of the
reranking baselines, following the same presentation as Table 7.
Considering BM25 with document translation is the next most effec-
tive retrieval baseline after fusion, we implement it as the first-stage
run and compare reranking and fusion results. Reranking is done
in a cross-lingual manner, where the queries are fed to the models
in English and passages are reranked in the African languages. We
rerank and evaluate on all passages retrieved in the first stage, i.e.,
top-𝑘 = 1000. The mT5 and AfrimT5 models both achieve com-
petitive effectiveness, with AfrimT5 having slightly higher nDCG
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nDCG@20 Recall@100

BM25
mDT mT5

Afri-
mT5

BM25
mDT mT5

Afri-
mT5

Test Set A (Shallow Judgments)
(1a) ha 0.1619 0.2444 0.2496 0.4009 0.5014 0.5007
(1b) so 0.1590 0.2031 0.2117 0.3904 0.4849 0.4529
(1c) sw 0.2033 0.1741 0.1981 0.4786 0.5615 0.5073
(1d) yo 0.4265 0.4598 0.4510 0.7832 0.8372 0.8432

(1e) Avg. 0.2377 0.2704 0.2776 0.5155 0.5963 0.5760

Test Set A (Pools)
(2a) ha 0.2142 0.4431 0.4357 0.4039 0.5623 0.5545
(2b) so 0.2461 0.4095 0.3789 0.4379 0.5635 0.5235
(2c) sw 0.2327 0.4145 0.4104 0.3636 0.5349 0.5028
(2d) yo 0.4451 0.5639 0.5422 0.7199 0.7886 0.8003

(2e) Avg. 0.2845 0.4610 0.4448 0.4809 0.6141 0.5994

Test Set B
(3a) ha 0.2124 0.2370 0.2456 0.4394 0.4781 0.4881
(3b) so 0.2186 0.2513 0.2577 0.4637 0.5108 0.4906
(3c) sw 0.2582 0.2328 0.2307 0.4918 0.5627 0.5647
(3d) yo 0.3700 0.4170 0.4062 0.7348 0.7614 0.7777

(3e) Avg. 0.2648 0.2845 0.2851 0.5324 0.5783 0.5803

Table 8: Reranking baselines on CIRAL’s Test Sets A and B.
BM25 mDT: BM25 retrieval with machine document transla-
tions, copied from Table 7 for easier comparison.

ha so sw yo Avg

Pearson’s 𝑟 0.9227 0.8676 0.6909 0.9530 0.9004

Table 9: Pearson’s 𝑟 between baseline systems’ orderings
when evaluated on Test Set A’s shallow judgments and pools.
Avg represents the coefficient of the systems’ ordering on
average results, i.e., in Rows 1e and 2e in Table 7.

scores for Test Sets A and B’s shallow judgments (Rows 1e and
3e). The mT5 model however is the more effective reranker when
evaluating with Test Set A’s pools and achieves higher Recall on
average (Row 2e). In comparing the effectiveness of the reranking
and fusion baselines, we observe that the Fusion baseline is more
effective than both reranking models on the shallow judgments,
while rerankers outperform the fusion baseline on the pools.

Comparing Shallow Judgments and Pools. Given that CIRAL pro-
vides two sets of judgments for Test Set A’s queries, we examine the
differences when evaluating with either set. On Rows 1e and 2e in
Table 7 we observe that on average, the scores of the retrieval sys-
tems when evaluated on the shallow judgments are mostly higher
than when evaluated on the pools. This could be a result of the
shallow judgments being a bit simpler than the pools, considering
the pools include more relevant passages in their depths. The lower
Recall scores on the pools further indicate this. On the other hand,
we notice that the reranking models perform better on the pools
(Row 2e in Table 8) than on the shallow judgments (Row 1e in
Table 8), demonstrating their effectiveness in reranking relevant
passages in BM25 mDT’s candidates.

That said, the relative effectiveness of the baselines does not
drastically change with respect to shallow or deep judgments. We
compare the orderings by taking Pearson’s correlation coefficient 𝑟
of the retrieval nDCG scores when evaluated on the shallow judg-
ments and pools. That is, we calculate the correlation between Rows
1* and 2* in Table 7 to get the 𝑟 for each language as presented in
Table 9. Across the languages, the orderings of the baselines do not
change much as the correlation coefficients indicate a significantly
positive relationship in the orderings. This is except for Swahili,
which has a moderately positive relationship due to mDPR outper-
forming both BM25 query translation baselines on the pools (Row
2c in Table 7), as opposed to both performing better than the mDPR
model on the shallow judgments (Row 1c in Table 7).

6 LIMITATIONS AND FUTUREWORK
Irrespective of the concerns addressed in CIRAL, it is important to
point out some limitations of the test collection and possible future
work. CIRAL currently includes only 4 of the over 2000 African
languages spoken in the world. This suggests much more work we
need to do. In addition, the more diverse the systems and retrieval
methods contributing to a pool are, the more robust the judgments
collected. While the usefulness of CIRAL’s curated pools has been
demonstrated in our experiments, the small number of contributing
runs, directly translating to system diversity, indicates the need
for more CLIR research participation in these languages. CIRAL’s
shared task was a first in actively holding community evaluations
solely for African languages, and we hope it spurs the development
of more robust evaluation resources for these languages.

7 CONCLUSION
In this work, we introduce CIRAL, a new test collection for CLIR
evaluations in African languages. CIRAL supports cross-lingual pas-
sage ranking between English and four African languages: Hausa,
Somali, Swahili, and Yoruba, providing high-quality human-annota-
ted data. The passage corpora are curated fromAfricanwebsites and
blogs, considering their rich textual information in these languages
hence serving as a large retrieval source. In doing this, we address
concerns relating to sparse resources for African languages and
synthetically curated collections. CIRAL also provides additional
resources such as pools obtained from its shared task, retrieval
and reranking baselines for comparison with future systems. We
compare results between evaluating with shallow judgments and
pools, further indicating both judgment sets are of decent quality.
Overall, CIRAL as a resource serves CLIR research efforts in African
languages by providing evaluation resources for the comparison of
systems and methods.
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